Abstract. It is shown that global conditions in a recent result of W. A. Kirk can be replaced with the corresponding local conditions in case the domain is connected. Also a remark is made about the proof of the theorem referenced.
1. In this paper we adopt the notation of [2] . Let X be a compact subset of a normed linear space E, and T: X -* X be a mapping. We let àX denote the boundary of X in coX The mapping T is locally nonexpansive (contractive) if for each x g X there exists e > 0 so that whenever y and z are distinct points in X and y, z G B(x, e), \\T(y) -T(z)\\ < \\y -z\\ (\\T(y) -T(z)\\ < \\y -z\\). The mapping T is called nonexpansive (contractive) if for each x G X, e is unbounded.
A metric space (X,d) is chainable if for each e > 0 and points x and y in X, there exists a finite set of distinct points x = xx,...,xn = y in X so that d(x¡, xj+x) < e for each i = 1,...,«-1.
Rosenholtz [3] proved the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let (X,d) be a compact and connected metric space. Then for each e > 0 andx, y G X there exists an e-chain between x andy; and the mapping df: X X X -* R, defined by i x = xx,..., xn y
(1) d¿x,y) = inf{ £ </(*"*,■+,) i-i is an t-chain between x andyj, is a metric on X equivalent to d. Furthermore, for each x, y G X and e > 0 there exists an e-chain x = xx,..., xn = y so that
Lemma 2. Let X be a compact connected subset of a Banach space. If f: X -» X is locally nonexpansive on X and locally contractive on A'-Y there exists 8 > 0 so that f is nonexpansive and locally contractive on A'X with respect to ds as defined in (1), and ds(x, y) = ||x -y\\ if either \\x -y\\ < 8 or [x, y] ç X.
Proof. By the compactness of X there exists 5, > 0 so that if x, y g X and II* _ y\\ < $i, then \\f(x) -f(y)\\ < \\x -y\\. Also by the compactness of t¡!X there exists 82 > 0 so that for all distinct points x, y g A'A' with \\x -y\\ < 82, \\f(x) -f(y)\\ < II* _ y\\-Let 5 = 2"1min{S1,52). By Lemma 1 we may choose the metric d =■ ds as defined in (1) to remetrize X. The second assertion in Lemma 2 easily follows from the definition of d and the triangle inequality of the metric induced by the norm. To see the first assertion, let x, y G X and x = xx,...,xn = y be a 5-chain in X from x to y satisfying (2) .
By the local nonexpansiveness of /
Therefore / is nonexpansive with respect to J. The local contractiveness of / with respect to d follows from the definition of 5, and the fact that d(x, y) = \\x -y\\ if \\x -y\\ < 8. Proof. Suppose there exists j g {1,..., n -1} so that Xj, xj+x g ù!X. Then by Lemma 2 and (2),
Theorem 1. Let X be a compact nonempty connected subset of a Banach space. Iff: X -» X is locally nonexpansive on X and locally contractive on A'A\ then f has a fixed point.
Proof. Let d be the metric as guaranteed in Lemma 2. For a subset A of X, let 8(A) and 8(A) be the ¿-diameter and norm diameter of A respectively. By [2] we can choose a minimal invariant nonempty subset M of X with minimal -/-diameter. By 
But (5) 
Since X is closed and g is continuous, (8) implies (1 -s)xx + sg(u) G X. Hence [xx,g(u)]QX.
If u < a, we can choose a sequence {f"} in [0, a] decreasing to m, and points z_, >•" in [m,, g(i")] so that ||z" -y"\\ > 8 and [z", j"] c co A"\ A. If for some « v," z" cannot be chosen so that ||z" -yn\\ > 8, we can form a 5-chain mx = yx,..., yk = g(t") along [mx, g(tn)] containing two consecutive boundary points so that k-\ E lb/-^+ill = d(mx,g(t")).
;=1
Then by (1) mx = yx,..., yk, x] + x,...,x" = m2, where g(t") e [Xj,xJ+x] is a S-chain satisfying (2) with respect to «i, and m2. Applying Lemma 3 we reach a contradiction. By the compactness of coÄ" we may assume there exist distinct points y, z in co A" so that z" -* z and yn -> y. By the continuity of g and the definition of A'A" By the normal structure of coM there exist y g coM, and a real number zsatisfying 0 < r < 8(M) so that ||j> -zrz|| < r for all m G M.
Since jc0 is in the interior of A with respect to coA" and y G coA", there exists -g (0,1) so that z = (1 --)x0 + iy G Bd(mx, e) n A. Then for all m G M, 
We show next that 8(w(z)) < 8(M), which will contradict the definition of M and imply 8(M) = 0.
By the continuity of / it suffices to show for all «j, « G N, d(f"(z),fm(z)) < f.
Since z G co A/, by (14), ||/"(z) -z|| < f. By (12) for m,n G N with w > «,
¿(r(z),/"(z)) < difm-"iz),z) H|r-"(z)-z|l < r. However, one can avoid this situation by choosing an interior point x0 as in Theorem 1 and then show 8(w(w()))<8(M).
